
Together in less than three months, this project has gone from dream to 
reality. In this space, I can envision hands-on projects for classes ranging 
from Kindergarten all the way through grade 12. We are very proud of 
what we’ve built - a space that will greatly benefit our school community.

CASE STUDY:
CREATING A MAKER SPACE

FOR DYNAMIC LEARNING
How Brookfield Local Schools developed a
facility to support hands-on learning, foster

collaboration, and spark ingenuity 

THE NEED:
A Maker Space outfitted with 
technologies that can be 
incorporated into lesson plans by 
teachers and used by students for 
dynamic learning experiences. 
When choosing which technologies 
to feature in this space, versatility 
and ease-of-use are top of mind for 
administrators and staff.

THE SOLUTION:
Buckeye Educational Systems 
partnered with Brookfield Local 
Schools to provide a complete Maker 
Space solution for students and 
teachers to utilize across subjects, 
grade levels, and skill levels. Their 
new facility is now a model for other 
public schools within the area.

“
”

George Lesnansky,
Computer and Technology Teacher, Library Adviser

Brookfield Local Schools

www.buckeye-edu.com



THE OPPORTUNITY:

THE SOLUTION:

After assembling a team of teachers and administrators in 2017 to explore 
the use of Maker Spaces in public schools, Brookfield Local Schools couldn’t 
wait to develop one of their own. With grants from The Arconic Foundation, 
the Strimbu Foundation, and General Electric, they were ready to make their 
dream a reality. 

Buckeye partnered with Roland DGA, Inventables, Ultimaker, Epilog Laser, 
and Matter and Form to create a Maker Space for Brookfield Local Schools.

The Roland DGA TrueVIS SG2-540 Printer/Cutter and BT-12 Direct-to-
Garment Printer allow students to create custom apparel, signage, stickers, 
and more -- sparking creativity while incorporating design, production, and 
entrepreneurship skills. 

Students now have a variety of 3D Design/CAD opportunities with the 
Ultimaker S3 3D Printer, Matter and Form 3D Scanner, and Inventables 
X-Carve CNC Machine. Introducing 3D Printing and CAD within K-12
helps students explore hands-on career pathways such as engineering and 
manufacturing.

Finally, the customization possibilities are now endless for students with the 
Epilog Laser Mini 24 Engraver. From text to logos to photos, students are able 
to engrave, cut, and personalize a wide variety of materials.

This equipment sparks inspiration in teachers to create dynamic lesson 
plans to engage students with hands-on learning. The Maker Space fosters 
collaboration while allowing students to complete hands-on projects - 
encouraging them to think critically and creatively to solve a real-world 
problem or to create a product.



www.buckeye-edu.com

THE TECHNOLOGY:
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The partnership between Buckeye Educational Systems and the 
Brookfield Local Schools has been productive and efficient, resulting 
in an incredible space that will benefit our school community. Dane 
and Cody have been professional and responsive to our questions, and 
Jason’s leadership and vision have enabled this to all come together in a 
very short time. I cannot thank them enough for all they have done to 
help bring this project to life. 

THE DIFFERENCE:

Buckeye Educational Systems
(800) 522-0460

info@buckeye-edu.com
www.buckeye-edu.com

www.buckeye-edu.com
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